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Introduction

Many teachers are aware of Precision Teaching and are convinced of its benefits for making data-based curriculum decisions for their students. Many workers in a variety of educational and social service settings are trained in the techniques of Precision Teaching but have continual difficulty in collecting and analyzing data. In some situations, as many as 70% of the personnel who were trained in Precision Teaching had stopped daily charting by the end of two years (Beck, 1981). Reasons for non-continuance can be easily generated at 40-50 per minute. Summarized, they often indicate that all charting and decision-making was done by the change agent, not by the client. Given numerous clients and several data points per client, the change agent may have become overwhelmed with charting and decision-making.

Lindley (1980) indicated that children in regular education settings learn curriculum at x1.1 per week. Children in classrooms with adequate behavioral management learn at x1.3 per week. Children in classrooms where continuous data is charted on the Standard Behavior Chart learn at x1.5 per week. Classrooms in which Charts are kept by the children yield the highest rate of learning at x2.0 per week.

It seems obvious that to promote excellence in classrooms and to encourage teachers to maintain their charting, the Charts should be put in the hands of the children. Ann Starlin pioneered this effort in 1970. Many teachers have attempted to follow in her footsteps, but have found it difficult to teach children how to chart. While they may be excellent in terms of collecting data and making decisions, it does not necessarily follow that they are excellent at programming concepts in instruction.

Engelmann (1975) has described the essential components of a teaching methodology in which concepts are presented so that they have one and only one interpretation. Direct Instruction has developed a number of sophisticated precepts of good teaching to insure the learning of a concept or operation by any child. This is done by teaching both instances and non-instances of the concept or operation; by reinforcing correct responses and carefully correcting incorrect responses immediately; by pacing the task and arranging the environment for maximum learner attention, participation and reinforcement; and by teaching the task until the most unskilled child in the group responds quickly and correctly.

In applying this Instructional methodology to the key concepts embodied in the Standard Behavior Chart, we would provide teachers with a means to teach the children to chart. The combination of good instruction and good measurement, coupled with sufficient direct practice, should result in fluent charting by the student with greater gains for everyone.
**Procedure**

1. **Arranging the environment**  Seat the students in a semi-circle, close enough to you so that you can easily touch any child from where you stand. Place those who are likely to perform well at the ends of the semi-circle, or in a second row. Place those who are likely to have difficulty directly in front of you. Look to see that you can watch each child respond. If the group is too large to work with as one unit, divide them into three groups. The first group should include all of your high performers, typically the majority of the students. The second group should consist of all those students who are "average" performers. This group should be somewhat smaller than the first group. The difficult performers should be the smallest group, typically 15-20% of the children. Teach the groups so that the top and middle group can be given independent practice while you spend the bulk of your instructional time with the difficult performers.

2. **Pacing**  Learners attend significantly better to high-paced instruction (200 plus wds/min) than they do to low-paced presentations (100 wds/min) (Carnine, 1978). Rewards for learning occur more quickly and maintain on-task behavior. Slow-paced presentations allow children to learn and still have time to attend to other stimuli (such as the pigtail to be pulled), which promotes off-task behavior which takes time to correct.

3. **Signals**  When you are teaching a group, you must ensure that each child is initiating his own response and not merely modelling the behavior of faster performers. A child might give the impression of learning, but be unable to perform on an individual turn. This can result in embarrassment for the child and frustration for the teacher. Engelmann's direct instruction method utilizes signals as stimuli to instigate the responses of the group in unison. Typically, the teacher will hold her hand, palm facing outwards toward the group, while the task direction is given. This is followed by a verbal signal ("Ready") and a half second pause. The teacher then drops her hand quickly as a signal for the children to respond. It is critical that the period of time between the "Ready" signal and the "Do it" signal be kept constant so that children can respond together. The period of time between the task signal and the "Ready" signal can be varied to heighten on-task behavior.

   Sometimes children will respond before or after the "Do it" signal, instead of in chorus. The correction is simply to say that someone was too soon or too late and to repeat the sequence, reinforcing those who are doing it correctly.

4. **Corrections**  Children will make errors in even the best teaching sequence. Corrections must be immediate, continuous and effective to insure fast, efficient learning. Engelmann provides a number of correction procedures depending on the type of error (Engelmann 1975, Unit 3). Errors are minimized by a three-part sequence in which the correct response is demonstrated (model), then practiced with the children (lead), and then checked for learning (test). This model-lead-test format is designed so that the teaching can only proceed when the children can successfully respond. The sequence also makes a handy correction procedure in many instances.

5. **Presentation materials**  A large wall version of the Daily Standard Behavior Chart or a mylar transparency of the Chart displayed on an overhead
projector can be used.

6. **Presenting the tasks** Some teachers may look at the following script and feel that it is too long or too complex or too technical for their students. It only looks complex. The teacher should first decide on how best to present the tasks. With older children the entire procedure can be accomplished in 15 to 30 minutes. With younger children the tasks may be presented for ten minutes each day until the child has completed his learning of all of the concepts and operations. Daily review from the beginning will firm the children's learning of the concepts and operations.

There are a number of basic ideas which may assist the teacher:

A. Arrange the children in a semi-circle close enough to be able to touch the ones in front of you;
B. Place the children who will require the greatest amount of teaching directly in front of you in the front row; place your best learners at the ends and in the second row; break up cliques in the group by establishing a seating plan;
C. Know your script; teach it to a wall or to another teacher before you attempt to teach the children;
D. Arrange daily sessions so that you can cover the material quickly and easily; usually, ten minutes at the beginning of a class for a ten-day period will reach your objectives;
E. Give practice sessions until the children reach the aims on charting; one-minute timed practices work well;
F. Keep data on how well the children are learning to chart; count dots placed on the Chart per minute as the dependent variable;
G. Remember that each child you teach to chart learns better, has more control over his learning, can become a monitor for himself and other children, can become a decision-maker, and can help you save precious classroom time and teacher energy.

In the presentation material that follows items are marked to assist the teacher. Tasks the teacher performs are in parentheses, while statements the teacher makes are in regular type. Student responses are enclosed in quotation marks.

7. **The presentation**

-------------------
Use Chart 1.
-------------------

Task 1 - Charting behaviors above the 1 line

**Model:** (Touch the 1 line on Chart 1) (Say) This is the one per minute line. There's a rule about this line. Any behavior that occurs more than one time in a minute is charted above this line. Listen again. (Pause) (Touch the 1 line) (Say) Any behavior that happens more than one time in a minute is charted above the 1 line.

**Lead:** (Say) Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) Any behavior that happens more than one time in a minute is charted above the 1 line. (Repeat until students can hear and say rule at 150 words/minute)

**Test:** (Say) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until students can think and say rule without errors at 150 words/minute)
Chart 1. A Practice Sheet for Tasks I-IV
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Task II - Charting behaviors below the 1 line

Model: (Say) New Rule. Listen. My turn. (Touch the 1 line) This is the 1 line. Any behavior that happens less than one time in a minute is charted below this line. Listen again. Any behavior that happens less than 1 time in a minute is charted below this line.

Lead: (Say) Say the rule with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Any behavior that happens less than 1 time in a minute is charted below this line. (Repeat until students can hear and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error) (Give individual turns)

Task III - Charting behaviors on the 1 line

Model: (Say) New Rule. My turn. Listen. A behavior that happens 1 time in 1 minute is charted on the 1 line. Listen again. A behavior that happens 1 time in 1 minute is charted on the 1 line.

Lead: (Say) Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) A behavior that happens 1 time in 1 minute is charted on the 1 line. (Repeat until students can hear and say the rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error) (Give individual turns)

Task IV - Students discriminate dots above, below and on the 1 line

(Touch the first dot on Chart 1) (Say) Look at this dot. Tell me if it is above the 1 line, below the 1 line or on the 1 line. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Above the 1 line." (Say) That's right. (Touch the second dot) (Say) Now look at this dot. Is this dot above the 1 line, below the 1 line or on the 1 line? Ready. (Pause) Signal) "Below the 1 line." (Say) That's correct. (Repeat for dots 1-20) (Give individual turns with dots 21-40)

------------

Use Chart 2.

------------

Task V - Students learn day lines rule

Model: (Say) New Rule. My turn. Listen. Lines that go up and down are day lines. Listen again. Lines that go up and down are day lines.

Lead: (Say) Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) Lines that go up and down are day lines. (Repeat with students until they can hear and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule about day lines. Ready (Pause) (Signal) "Lines that go up and down are day lines." (Say) That's right - you've got it. (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error) (Give individual turns to some students)

Task VI - Students discriminate day lines and non-day lines

Model: (Say) I'm going to touch some lines on the chart. Tell me if they
are day lines or not day lines. If I touch a day line say 'day line.' If I touch a line that is not a day line say 'No.'

Lead: (Say) What do you say if I touch a day line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Day line." (Say) That's good. And what do you say if I touch a line that is not a day line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "No." (Say) That's very good. (Touch line No. 1 on Chart 2) (Say) Is this a day line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Day line." (Say) Good remembering. You got it right.

Test: (Touch line No. 2 on Chart 2) (Say) Look at this line. Is this a day line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "No." (Say) Very good. (Repeat with lines 3-30 on Chart 2 until students can see and say 30 to 40 instances or non-instances of day lines per minute without error)

Task VII - Students learn rule about Sunday lines

Model: (Say) New Rule. My turn. Listen. Fat lines that go up and down are Sunday lines.

Lead: (Say) Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Fat lines that go up and down are Sunday lines. (Repeat until students can hear and say the rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule about Sunday lines. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error) (Give individual turns)

---------------

Use Chart 3.

---------------

Task VIII - Students discriminate Sunday lines and non-Sunday lines

Model: (Say) I'm going to touch some lines on the Chart. Tell me if they are Sunday lines or not Sunday lines. If I touch a Sunday line, say 'Sunday line.' If I touch a line that is not a Sunday line, say 'No.'

Lead: (Say) What will you say if I touch a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Sunday line." (Say) Very good. And what will you say if I touch a line that is not a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "No." (Say) Good remembering.

Test: (Touch line No. 1 on Chart 3) (Say) Is this a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "No." (Say) Good. That is not a Sunday line. (Touch line No. 2) (Say) Is this a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Sunday line." (Say) Nice work. I think you've got it. (Touch lines 3 to 20) (Repeat until students can see and say 30 to 40 Sunday line or non-Sunday line discriminations per minute without error)

---------------

Use Chart 4.

---------------

Task IX - Students discriminate day lines by name

Model: (Say) Listen. What day comes after Sunday? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Monday." (Say) That's right. So what day lines comes after a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "A Monday line." (Say) That is also right. Say the days of the week. Ready. (Pause) (Clap for each day) (Repeat until students think and say days of the week at 40 to 60 per minute)

Model: (Say) I'm going to touch day lines and say their names. My turn. Watch. (Touch a Sunday line on Chart 4) (Say) Sunday. (Touch a Monday line)
Chart 4. A Practice Sheet for Tasks IX-XIV
(Say) Monday. (Repeat in order for each day of the week)

**Lead:** (Say) Say the names of the day lines with me. (Touch a Sunday line)
Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Sunday. (Touch a Monday line) Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Monday. (Repeat for all the days of the week)

**Test:** (Say) Your turn to say the day lines when I touch them. Ready. (Pause) (Touch a Sunday line) "Sunday." (Say) Ready. (Pause) (Touch a Monday line) (Repeat for all days in order until students can see and say day lines in order at 40 to 60 lines per minute without error)

**Task X - Students discriminate day lines in random order**

**Model:** (Say) I'm going to touch some dots on day lines, and say the name of the day line. Watch. (Touch dot No. 1) (Say) My turn. What day? Monday. My turn again. (Touch dot No. 2) (Say) What day? Tuesday. (Repeat for several more dots)

**Lead:** (Say) Tell me what day line each of these dots are on. When I touch the dot say the name of the day line with me. (Touch dot No. 1) (Say) What day line is this dot on? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Monday." (Say) That's right.

**Test:** (Say) Now it's your turn. When I touch the dot, you tell me what day line it is on. Think big. Look at this dot. What day? Ready. (Pause) (Touch dot No. 1) "Monday." (Say) That's right. (Repeat for other dots on Chart 4 until students can see and say day lines at 40 to 60 per minute without error)

**Correction procedure** (After error, Say) No, that is not correct. Start from the Sunday line and count to the dot. Say each day Sunday, Monday, Tuesday. Yes. What day? Tuesday.

**Task XI - Students see and say counting lines**

**Model:** (Say) New Rule. My turn. Listen. Lines that go across are counting lines. Listen again. Lines that go across are counting lines.

**Lead:** (Say) Say it with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Lines that go across are counting lines." (Say) Good saying that rule. (Repeat until students can say the rule with you at 150 plus words per minute without error)

**Test:** (Say) Your turn. Say the rule all by yourselves. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

**Task XII - Students learn to discriminate counting lines**

(Say) I'm going to touch some lines. Tell me if I touch a counting line or a line that is not a counting line. (Touch a Sunday line) (Say) Is this a counting line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Touch a counting line) (Say) Is this a counting line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat for many lines on Chart 4 until students can see and say counting lines at 40-60/minute without error)

**Task XIII - Students learn rule about counting cycles**

**Model:** (Say) Listen. New Rule. My turn. Big numbers in the margin that start with 1 tell you what to count by and what to count from. Listen again. Big numbers in the margin that start with 1 tell you what to count by and what to count from.

**Lead:** (Say) I'll say the first part, then you say the last part with me.
Big numbers in the margin that start with 1... Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say)...Tell you what to count by and what to count from. (Repeat until students can hear and say the last part of the rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

**Lead:** (Say) Now I will say the last part of the rule and you say the first part of the rule. (Say)...Tell you what to count by and what to count from. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Big numbers in the margin that start with 1...

(Repeat until students can hear and say the first part of the rule at 150 plus words per minute without error) (Say) Now say the whole rule with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say rule) (Say) Now catch the beat. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say rule)

**Test:** (Say) Your turn. Say the whole rule all by yourselves. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat until the students can think and say the rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)

**Task XLV - Students counting on the counting lines**

(Point to the number 1) (Say) What is this big number? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) What does it tell you to count by? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) What does it tell you to count from? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce)

**Model:** (Say) My turn to count the lines. Ready. (Touch the 1 line and each successive line up to 10 while counting)

**Lead:** (Say) Count the lines with me. (Touch the 1 line) Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say value of each counting line from 1 to 10 as you touch it)

**Test:** (Say) All by yourselves. Count the lines. (Touch the 1 line) (Say) Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce)

Use this sequence for 10 and 100 picking up the Model, Lead, and Test sequence for each cycle.

----------

**Use Chart 5.**

----------

**Task XV - Students see and say counting line scores**

(Say) I'm going to touch some dots on counting lines. When I touch the dot you tell me the score. Watch closely. (Touch the first dot on Chart 5 and say) What is this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat for all dots in the first three weeks of Chart 5)

**Correction procedure:** (Say) What is this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) No, that is not correct. This score is 20. What is the big number in the margin that starts with 1? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Count the lines from the big number until you get to the dot. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch each line as students count until you reach the score) (Say) What's this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Give individual turns)

**Task XVI - Students see and say day line and score**

(Say) New Rule. Now you must figure out the day and the score for each dot. **Model:** (Say) My turn. Watch. (Touch the first dot on Chart 5 and say) What day? Monday. What score? One.

**Lead:** (Say) Do it with me. (Touch the first dot) (Say) What day? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Monday. What score? One. Ready. (Pause) (Signal)

Chart 5. A Practice Sheet for Tasks XV-XVIII
(Say) Tuesday. What score? Two. (Repeat for all dots in the first three weeks of Chart 5)

Test: (Say) All by yourselves. (Touch the first dot on Chart 5) (Say) Tell me what day this dot is on. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) What score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) Next dot. First tell me the day, then tell me the score. What day? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) What score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch each dot in the first 3 weeks of Chart 5 until students see and say day lines and counting line scores at 60 plus per minute with no learning opportunities)

Task XVII - Students estimate value of scores

(Touch a dot on the 10 line) (Say) Tell me this score. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch a dot on the 20 line) (Say) Tell me this score. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch a dot with a value of 15) (Say) Look at this dot. Is this score greater than 10? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) Look again. Is this dot greater than 20? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) This dot is halfway between 10 and 20. What is this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Touch a dot with a value of 17) (Say) Look at this dot. Is this score greater than 15? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Is this score greater than 20? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) So this dot is halfway between 15 and 20. What is this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Touch a dot with a value of 19) (Say) Look at this dot. Is this score greater than 20? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) What is this score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat for other scores from 30 to 1000)

Task XVIII - Students see and say directions of celerations

(Touch a score of 150 on the 6th week of Chart 5) (Say) Look at this score. Can you tell me if this score is exactly 150 or exactly 152? Ready. (Pause) (Signal)

(Touch a score of 175) (Say) Can you tell me this exact score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat for several scores on successive day lines) (Say) Listen. It is not important to be able to tell the exact score. It is more important to be able to say if the scores are going up or going down. (Touch this group of dots) (Say) Are these dots going up or going down? Ready. (Pause) (Signal)

(Touch the second group of scores) (Say) Are these dots going up, going down or staying the same? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat for all groups of dots on Chart 5) (Repeat until students can see and say direction of celerations at 60 plus words per minute without learning opportunities)

---

Use Chart 6.

---

Task XIX - Students see and say record floors

Model: (Say) My turn. New Rule. Listen. A record floor tells me how long the measurement lasted. Listen again. A record floor tells me how long the measurement lasted.

Lead: (Say) Say the rule about a record floor with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) A record floor tells me how long the measurement lasted. (Repeat until students can hear and say the rule at 150 plus words per minute without learning opportunities)

Chart 6. A Practice Sheet for Tasks XIX-XXI
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Test: (Say) All by yourselves. Say the rule about what a record floor tells. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without learning opportunities) (Say) Listen. Think big. How many times does 1 minute happen in 1 minute? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) 1 minute happens 1 time in 1 minute, so we put the record floor on the 1 line. (Draw in record floor) (Say) How many times does 30 seconds happen in 1 minute? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) That's right. Two times. So if the measurement lasted for 30 seconds we put the record floor on the 2 line. (Say) How many times does 20 seconds happen in 1 minute? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) That's correct. Three times. So we put the record floor on the 3 line. (Say) How many times does 15 seconds happen in 1 minute? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) So where do we put the record floor? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) I'm going to touch some record floors on the Chart. You tell me how long the measurement lasted. (Touch 1 minute record floor) (Say) How long was this measurement? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Touch each record floor on Chart 6 and repeat the instruction) (Repeat until students can see and say record floors at 60 plus words per minute without learning opportunities)

Task XX - Students learn to identify chart symbols

Model: (Say) Listen. We mark corrects with a dot and learning opportunities with an 'x'. Listen again. (Repeat rule) Lead: (Say) Say the rule with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say rule with students until they can hear and say the rule at 150 plus words per minute without learning opportunities) Test: (Say) Your turn to say the rule about dots and 'x's'. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat until students think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without learning opportunities)

Repeat the above sequence for each of these concepts:
(Say) A question mark under the record floor tells me there were zero learning opportunities.
(Say) A box tells me how many I skipped.
(Say) A triangle tells me when someone helped me with the answer.
(Say) A straight line across day lines tells me the record floor.

(Say) I'm going to touch some symbols on the Chart (Chart 6) (Say) You say what each symbol tells. (Touch a dot) (Say) What does this symbol tell? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat for other symbols until students can see and say symbols at 60 plus words per minute without learning opportunities)

Task XXI - Students learn labels for charts

Model: (Say) Look at the bottom of the Chart. (Chart 6) (Say) There are labels for you to fill in to help us keep our charts better. I'm going to teach you what goes in each blank above a label. Look at the blank that says Behaver. (Touch behaver) (Say) This blank is where you put your name because you are the behaver. Listen again. This blank is where you put your name because you are the behaver. (Touch behaver)
Lead: (Say) Your turn. What do I write in this blank? Ready. (Pause) (Signal)
(Say) Look at this blank. This label says Age. So in this blank you write how old you are. What do you write in this blank marked age? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce)

(Repeat procedure for other labels listed below)
Label tells what grade you are in now.
Counted tells what you measured.
Charter tells who marked the chart.
Counter tells who counted up how much you did.
Timer tells who ran the clock.
Agency tells what school you go to.
Manager tells who looks after your charts.
Advisor tells who helps you make decisions.
Supervisor tells who helps your teacher.

Test: (Say) I'm going to touch some labels. You tell me what the label says and what goes in the blank above the label. First tell me what the label says; then tell me what goes in the blank. (Touch Behaver) (Say) What does this label say? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) Yes, Behaver. And what do you write in this blank above the word Behaver? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Touch Adviser) (Say) What does this label say? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) And what do you write in this blank above the word Adviser? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Repeat for other labels until students can see and say labels at 60 plus words per minute without learning opportunities.

---------
Use Chart 7.
---------

Task XXII - Students discriminate instances, zero and non-instances of corrects accelerating

(Touch the first series of dots on Chart 7) (Say) Look at these dots. Are these dots going up, going down or going across? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat sequence for each set of dots on Chart 7 until children can see and say lines of dots at 60 plus words per minute with no learning opportunities)

Task XXIII - Students discriminate instances and non-instances of learning opportunities decelerating

(Touch the first series of X’s on Chart 7) (Say) Look at these X’s. Are these X’s going up, going down or going across? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Repeat sequence for each set of X’s on Chart 7 until children can see and say lines of X’s at 60 plus words per minute with no learning opportunities)

Task XXIV - Students learn the rule for learning

Modal: (Say) Listen. Here is a new rule. You are learning when corrects go up or learning when opportunities go down. Listen again. You are learning when corrects go up or learning opportunities go down.
Lead: (Say) Say the rule with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) You are learning when corrects go up or learning opportunities go down. (Repeat until students hear and say rule at 150 plus words per minute without error)
Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule about when you are learning. Ready.
(Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Give individual turns to check students) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute with zero learning opportunities)

Task XXV - Students learn the rule for non-learning

Model: (Say) Listen. Here's a new rule. You are not learning if corrects are going down or across and if learning opportunities are going up or across. My turn to say the rule. Listen. You are not learning if corrects are going down or across and if learning opportunities are going up or across. (Repeat until students can hear and say rule at 150 plus words per minute with zero learning opportunities)

Lead: (Say) Say the rule with me. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Say) You are not learning if corrects are going down or across and if learning opportunities are going up or across. (Repeat until students can hear and say rule at 150 plus words per minute with zero learning opportunities)

Test: (Say) Your turn. Say the rule about when you are not learning. Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Give individual turns to check students) (Repeat until students can think and say rule at 150 plus words per minute with zero learning opportunities)

---------

Use Chart 8.

---------

Task XXVI - Students learn to Interpret learning pictures

(Say) Listen. I'm going to touch some learning pictures on the Chart. Look to see if the person is learning. Use your rules about learning and not learning. (Touch the first learning picture on Chart 8) (Say) Are the corrects going up, down or across? Are the learning opportunities going up, down or across? Is this person learning or not learning? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Touch each learning picture and repeat sequence)

Task XXVII - Students drop dots on the chart (Practice)

(Give each student a Standard Behavior Chart. Instruct them to fill in the labels. Check to see if they did so correctly. Direct their attention to the data grid on the blackboard (See Table 1). You may also give this out as a handout instead of using the blackboard. I prefer the blackboard presentation because it focuses attention on the teacher instead of on a piece of paper which is difficult to monitor. Corrections can be done by placing dots on a wall chart or mylar overhead for comparison)

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WEEK</th>
<th>SUN</th>
<th>MON</th>
<th>TUE</th>
<th>WED</th>
<th>THU</th>
<th>FRI</th>
<th>SAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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11 6 see and say
learning pictures
(Say) Look at the first score on this exercise. It says a score of 1 on Sunday. What score? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "One." (Say) Yes. What day? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Reinforce) (Say) Watch. Here's how you score 1 correct in 1 minute on a Sunday. (Put a dot on the first Sunday line and the 1 line) (Say) Is this a Sunday line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Yes." (Say) Is this the 1 line? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Yes." (Say) So does this dot show a score of 1 correct in 1 minute on a Sunday? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) "Yes." (Say) Look at the next dot. (Repeat procedure for first row of dots)

(Say) Now it's your turn. Put a dot on the Sunday line to show a score of 1. Put a dot on the Monday line to show a score of 2 correct in 1 minute.

(Say) Let's check over your work. (Repeat for all scores on the data grid until students can see and drop dots at 40-20 dots per minute with zero learning opportunities).

Task XXVII - Students chart their own data

(Say) Now take a fresh chart and the sheet of add facts I gave you. Fill out the bottom of the chart. Under Counted write See/Write add facts. What are you going to write in the blank marked Counted? Ready. (Pause) (Signal) (Check children's work) (Say) Now set your chart aside. Take your add fact sheet and get ready for a 1-minute measurement of add facts. Raise your pencils. Get ready to write answers. Work until I say 'thank you'.
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